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Viceroy’s twin screw extruders ensure a

UPERWINDOWS
BUILT BY VICEROY TO PERFORM
LIKE NO OTHER WINDOW

precision window profile that will stand
the test of time (TOP).

The hallmark of Viceroy over the years has been our
relentless pursuit of excellence. One of the most striking

Viceroy’s high performance glazing with

results of these efforts is our line of Superwindows,

Low-E coating lowers heating and air
conditioning bills and reduces fading of

designed to perform, and look, like no ordinary window.

drapery and furniture (MIDDLE).

Superwindows come in a multitude of styles and feature
a maintenance-free vinyl exterior. A natural wood interior

Quality control is paramount at Viceroy,

adds warmth and elegance to the living spaces within,

with every step of the window making

and is available in paint grade pine, classic clear pine or

process handled by experienced, skilled

a distinctive, rich red oak.

craftspeople (BOTTOM).

EXTRUDED PROFILES We have developed the highest
level of manufacturing technology to create windows
crafted from solid vinyl (P.V.C.) extruded profiles. The
benefit is that this window retains its structural integrity
virtually forever. Unlike traditional window frames,
P.V.C. resists condensation and will not rot, decay, peel
or mildew. Most important, we understand that windows
are a critical area of the home for energy conservation.
So Viceroy’s Superwindows are designed for maximum
energy efficiency to ensure lower heating and cooling bills.
HIGH TECH GLASS Viceroy offers Low-E glass, a special
high performance coating system which effectively acts
as a barrier to retain radiant heat within the home. As a
result, a higher indoor humidity can be maintained,
thereby creating a healthier, more comfortable living
environment. Available as an option, our Argon-filled
glazing technology adds further insulating value to the
window, as well as providing sound reduction. Combined
with our Low-E glazing, you have today’s most advanced
• Natural wood interior jamb liner
• Thermal insulated glass
• 100% fusion welded frames
and sash corners
• Fiberglass screen mounting
flange for a secure fit
• Maintenance-free vinyl exterior
• Airtight double weatherstripping seal

insulglass available.
CLEARLY THE BEST PERFORMER As vinyl never warps,
shrinks or expands, you’ll find the Superwindow glides
open and shut effortlessly. It also features a state-ofthe-art multi-point locking bar for maximum security
and airtight closing.

• Positive drainage system —
in sash insulating cavity
• Multi-chambered vinyl profile
— for maximum strength
and insulation
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